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 Preamble: Safety or Security ?

 Why is it important to address interfaces

 Overview of French lessons learnt: examples and perspectives

 What next: how can we address it in IAEA documents ?

Plan
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 Fictional example A:

 Threat scenario: terrorist attack against a spent fuel pool, creating 
a hole in the pool

Risk: cooling loss of the spent fuel

Security measures: use of existing mobile cooling system (pump + 
pipes + power generator), designed for safety purposes

 Preamble: Safety or Security ?
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 Fictional example:

 Mobile cooling system design:

• To be used in case of major earthquake

• Must be operating within 50 hours, after an earthquake  
access to the pool and installation in safe place

• Must avoid T° exceeding 50°C: consequences to be < 10 
mSv

• Must operate for at least 15 days

• No significant leak should be created by the earthquake

 Safety function: cooling

 Preamble: Safety or Security ?
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 Fictional example:

 Mobile cooling system design: security function

• To be used in terrorist situation (while terrorists are not yet 
eliminated)  escort to be provided and must be installed in 
secured place

• Must be operating within 4 hours,

• Must avoid T° exceeding 90°C : consequences < 100 mSv

• Must operate for at least 3 days

• Must make up for the leak created by terrorist action

 Security function: water supply

 Preamble: Safety or Security ?
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 Situation:

• Leak: not considered for safety (pool designed to prevent 
any significant leak)

• Terrorist attack = security context (escort, protection…)

• Design assumptions: specific to security scenario (water 
supply)

• Design criteria = security criteria: High radiological 
consequences = 100 mSv

In this case, the mobile cooling system (used as a water supply) 
has a function which is significantly different from safety 
function and specific to security context  security function

 Specific requirements are needed  security requirements

 Preamble: Safety or Security ?
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 Fictional example B:

 In a nuclear facility, according to security plan, response = 12 
guards 24h/7d

 Why is it important to address 
interfaces ?
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 Fictional example:

 In a nuclear facility, according to security plan, response = 12 
guards 24h/7d

 Guards are also trained as firemen for the facility and, as a 
consequence, have a very good understanding of how the facility 
operates 

 Why is it important to address 
interfaces ?

Synergy !!
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 Fictional example B:

… Guards have both security (armed response) and safety 
(firefighting) functions at the same time ?

What happens in case of a diversion with fire, before attack ??

Only 3 armed guards while fire 

Is it enough  ?

 Why is it important to address 
interfaces ?
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 Fictional example B:

What happens in case of an attack creating a fire (or fire not related 
to attack but with uncertainty on the cause) ??

Only 3 firefighters

Is it enough from a safety point of view ?

 Why is it important to address 
interfaces ?
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 Fictional example B:

After regulatory security assessment: 18 “guards”: 

9 armed guards                                        9 firefighters

 Why is it important to address 
interfaces ?
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 Fictional example B:

After regulatory assessments: 18 “guards”: 

9 armed guards: exclusive mission                9 firefighters (same)

 Poor management of synergies can 
compromise both security and safety

 Why is it important to address 
interfaces ?
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 French experience:

• Wide panel of facilities and operators

• Different authorities in charge of safety and security  need 
to clarify perimeters and organize cooperation

 A lot of situations addressed

 Attempt to draw a synthesis of most significant examples in 
order to get a clearer view of main concerns to address 
regarding safety/security interfaces

 Overview of French lessons 
learnt
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 Overview of French lessons 
learnt

Risks Opportunities 
(synergies)

Laws and 
regulations

-contradictory requirements 
- common requirements, not 
customized to security 

- administrative 
simplification 

Design 
(operator)

- safety measures compromising 
security 
- security not sufficiently/not in 
an appropriate way taken into 
account 
- undue use of safety measures 
for security purposes 

-cost effective 
- knowledge developed for 
safety useful for security 

Licensing 
procedure 
(authority)

- safety considerations overtaking 
security considerations
- security not sufficiently taken 
into account

- administrative simplification 
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 Overview of French lessons 
learnt

Risks Opportunities 
(synergies)

Assessment 
for licensing 
(authority)

- limited security assessment due to lack 
of security expertise regarding technical 
fields: identification of targets, 
mitigation of malicious events…
- safety considerations overtaking 
security considerations

- safety assessment 
informing security 
assessment

Operation 
during all 
life cycle  
(operator)
Emergency 
response 
(operator)

- safety considerations overtaking 
security considerations (lack of 
acknowledgment of security)
- security not sufficiently taken into 
account (lack of integration)
- “optimized solutions” having bad 
security performance (B)
- security not sufficiently taken into 
account for designing mitigation 
provisions during malicious event (A)

- optimization of 
security/safety 
solutions (having both 
security and safety 
functions)
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 Overview of French lessons 
learnt

Risks Opportunities 
(synergies)

Control
(authority)

- safety considerations 
overtaking security 
considerations
- security not sufficiently 
taken into account

- during safety 
inspections, security 
concerns can be raised 
by chance

Emergency 
response 
(State)

- security not sufficiently 
taken into account for 
designing mitigation 
provisions during malicious 
event
- state forces supposed to 
have both emergency and 
response missions during 
crisis
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 Lessons learnt:

• A lot of examples of risks: consistent with the current 
approach in IAEA documents focusing on the statement: 
“safety should not compromise security and vice versa”

• Use of provisions regarding safety provides potential 
opportunities to be used for security functions 

• Opportunities and risks are often the two sides of the same 
coin (as shown in example B): need to manage 
safety/security interfaces

• It seems (tbc) that security is more often impacted by 
interfaces (for better or worse) than safety ?

 Overview of French lessons 
learnt
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Ministry of Energy
decision (lincenses)

 Example: how is it addressed in France for nuclear materials

 Overview of French lessons 
learnt

Safety Security

Operator Safety organization Security organization
Integrated management

IRSN (TSO) Safety assessment 
department

Security assessment 
department

Sharing expertise

Sharing assessment 
information

Regulation & 
licensing

Autorité de sûreté 
nucléaire

Département de la 
sécurité nucléaireControl Sharing regulatory 

information

Dialog in case of 
safety/security 

conflicts

Safety assessment Security assessment

Safety opinion Security opinion
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 Current approach (“safety should not compromise security and vice 
versa”): minimal but should be kept as the basis

 It is possible to identify a list of topics of interest, regarding 
interfaces (for example table shown before): could we identify a list 
of prioritized topics to be addressed by a joint working group ? This 
joint working group could prepare agreed language for both security 
and safety IAEA nuclear series ?

 What next: how can we address 
it in IAEA documents ?
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Thank you
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